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ABSTRACT 

In a previous investigation we proposed an active and biologically-inspired MBE (management by 
exceptions) scheme to monitor and report symptoms of wrongdoings, called exceptions, to alert 
management and leadership for timely decisions. Intertwined with this MBE scheme is a measure of 
management and leadership’s decision making performance on dealing with the exceptions, which is 
proposed in this paper. The measure is the result of a process for elicitation, analysis and evaluation of 
exceptions exposed by the MBE. The management-leadership measurement process is based on George 
Kelly’s personal construct theory (PCT). An exception evaluation scenario adapted from Valerie 
Stewart’s Repertory Grid is exemplified.   

THE ISSUE 

Since Barings Bank collapse in 1995, followed by Enron in 2001 and WorldCom in 2002, a lot has been 
done in terms of imposing more rules and regulations as well as guidelines on accounting audit and legal 
consultancies and placing tightened control on the institutions, from the board of directors’ authority 
down to the employees [1]. Included were Sarbanes-Oxley Act [13], Higgs recommendations [7] or 
GAAP measures [5]. However more collapses followed, e.g. Adelphia Communications in 2003, 
Parmelat in 2003, Lehman Brothers in 2008. There also have been many other scandals [4]. Except the 
case of Barings Bank or Societe Generale Bank which was the work of one man, other collapses and 
scandals were due to a group of managers/executives. It appears that those regulations and schemes for 
the prevention of bankruptcy or wrongdoings were not sufficient. The question to be asked is that “Is 
there a better way, possibly systematic and institution-wide, to actively monitor the operations of an 
institution and decision making of its management-leadership team to ensure stability of the 
institution?” This paper is a direct answer to the question asked. Its contribution is a proposed process 
for measuring management-leadership performance using a failure-success scale for timely and 
corrective decision. 
 

A PROPOSED SOLUTION 
 
The proposed solution has two parts: 

• The first part is an MBE which actively monitors and reports all symptoms of wrongdoings in an 
institution, called exceptions, to draw management-leadership’s attention for decision. This is not 
any MBE. The MBE must be developed within a strategically, systematically, completely and 
efficiently driven business framework. To be strategic, the business framework should cover all its 
terrain, from low-level operational activities and events to management-leadership performance in 
decision making. To be systematic, it will observe the law of nature as guiding principles since after 
all, business institutions (as communities) are the creation of humans, run by humans (organisms) 
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who are made up by cells, all of which are parts of the biological spectrum. To be complete, the 
business framework and its MBE must be able to describe and include all of its business elements. 
To be efficient, the solution will focus on exceptions to be detected by the MBE such as: a 
questionable policy, a risky project, a hidden account, a failed task, or an out of ordinary transaction 
among the business elements.  

• The second part is to elicit, analyze and evaluate the exceptions exposed by the MBE to measure 
management-leadership (the responsible parties)’s decision-making performance. 
 

In this section we summarize the business framework and the MBE of the proposed solution published 
previously [11]. The next section elaborates the second part which is the core of this paper. 
 
a. A general biological spectrum from particles to biosphere can be partially represented by Figure 1, in 

which cells make up humans (organisms), humans make up institutions, and (business) institutions, 
as communities, make up business ecosystems. James Moore has applied ecological analogy to 
business relationship [10], and many advances in computer science and other disciplines have 
borrowed the biological analogies from the early days of John Von Newman on automata theory to 
Maturana and Valera on the autopoesis theory [9], to name a few. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Biological spectrum 

b. From a particular analogy aspect (the red part of Figure 1) in which we consider humans (as 
organisms) not as part of the institutions (as communities) but as analogous to institutions then the 
cells of a human body can be considered analogous to the human employees of the institution. Thus, 
a different perspective emerges (Figure 2).  
 
The anatomy, physiology and behavior of organisms are guided by biological principles (top-left) 
and supported by lower level mechanisms (bottom-left). All cells in the human body bathe in what 
Claude Bernard [6] called the “milieu interieur”. The biological processes at all levels of abstraction 
from the molecular level up to life processes run under the control of Norbert Wiener’s cybernetics 
[15]. The purpose of cybernetics is to maintain homeostasis of the body, a concept developed by 
Water Cannon [3] [12]. By analogy, the framework on the right of Figure 2 showing the institution 
can be equated to the one on the left which describes the human body. All employees of an 
institution work and breathe in an information environment analogous to the “milieu interieur” under 



the control of managerial cybernetics [2] to main stability. The employees themselves, as 
professionals, belong to different departments and divisions, perform business processes of the 
organization in the form of tasks, projects, transactions and accounts under the regulation of the 
institution policy. These elements can be analogously equated to the biological elements cited on the 
left (some are rather weak in analogy). 
 

 
Figure 2: Human-Institution analogy 

c. The analogy in Figure 2 gives insights into the biological homeostasis-driven framework as shown 
in Figure 3. All lower level supporting elements of Figure 2 are rearranged to show grouping in 
terms of biological activities and events. The latter operate under the control of the genes (lower 
level), the brain and the human mind (higher level). Any anomalies in the activities starting with the 
cells will cause symptoms which should be detected as in the case of infectious disease or cancer 
(red, bold dotted line). 

 
Figure 3: Biological framework 

The business framework of Figure 4, analogous to the biological framework of Figure 3, is intended 
to capture and analyze activities and events (Task, Project, Transaction, Account) under the control 
of Policy, Management and Executives. Any anomalies initiated or generated by the employees are 
symptoms (indicators) of wrongdoings in the institutions. Details are described in [11]. 
 



 
Figure 4: Business framework analogous to biological framework 

 
An MBE for detection of wrongdoings  
 
The left hand side of Figure 5 denotes the data acquisition capability on tasks, projects, transaction, 
accounts and policy of the MBE application. The middle part shows a number of analysis processes 
available for evaluating the severity of exceptions. The MBE allows various reports on relevant 
exceptions (the right side of Figure 5). Exceptions are labeled as warning (yellow) or severe (red). They 
can be originated from any of the five elements: task, project, transaction, account or policy. An 
example of Enron case was shown in Nguyen [11].  
 

 
Figure 5: MBE application menu for detection of potential wrongdoings in institution 

 
Corrective decisions must be made by the management and leadership team in charge when an 
exception is raised. To evaluate its decision, the second part (next section) involves a process forcing the 
management-leadership team to look at its performance measurement based on the overall failure-
success construct (scale), in the sense of George Kelly [8]. 
 

A PROCESS TO MEASURE MANAGEMENT-LEADERSHIP PERFORMANCE 
 
Management-leadership can be viewed as a grid in Figure 6. Good management and good leadership 
would ensure success (quadrant 2). Bad management and bad leadership would bring an institution to 
failure, potentially to collapse (quadrant 4). If one of the two is bad while the other one is good, it will 
be more complex to label failure-success [quadrant 1 or 3]. 
In all four cases (quadrants) we wish to know how to provide a measure of the management-leadership 
performance leading to the resulting failure-success measure of the institution business. We propose to 
elicit a set of constructs adapted from George Kelly’s Personal Construct Theory (PCT) and from 



Valerie Stewart’s repertory grid (RG) [14] to analyze and evaluate management-leadership’s decision on 
a non-monetary failure-success scale. 

 
Figure 6: Management and Leadership top grid of constructs 

 
Construing Management and Leadership repertory grid: An example 
 
Our adaptation scheme on RG starts with the set of exception elements (e.g. policy, task, project, 
transaction and account) identified by the MBE such as in the Enron case analysis on Chewco Project 
[Nguyen 2013]. An Oversight Committee and /or its SMEs (subject matter experts) are to elicit, analyze 
and evaluate these elements. Constructs which are derived from the elicitation procedure are analyzed 
individually and collectively, and then all are evaluated by a rating scale, e.g. commonly from 1-5. After 
the analysis, a final and combined measure of all evaluations expresses a level of success (or failure) in 
the failure-success dipole. This is the indicator of how effective the management-leadership team is. An 
example taken from Enron’s Power report is shown in Figure 7 [11]. 
 

 
Figure 7: Example of Repertory Grid for projects 

 
Following Valerie Stewart’s RG, we take one exception (e.g. on project Chewco) and find two other 
projects Enron dealt with (e.g. Cactus III and JEDI 1) to explore construct building in a triadic fashion. 
We can start with a purposeful statement: “What is involved in an investment project (such as 
Chewco)?” The objective is to trigger a collection of constructs to be identified by the management-
leadership team members. We ask them questions such as “with regards to the exception raised, what 
are the similarities between two projects and differences from the third one, in terms of policy or 
regulations (or tasks within them)?” As a result, a list of similarities and/or differences between 
investment projects can be gained, shown as the column headings of Figure 7. They make up a set of 
bipolar constructs as rows with the headings of two ends of the dipole constructs in the RG. Team 
members will then be asked to rate each step/task against the constructs in a 3-point scale (for 
simplification without loss of generality): 1 if similar, 2 is opposite and 0 if construct is not applicable. 
The fictitious result is shown in Figure 7. 
 



The individual RG grid by each member of the management-leadership team will then be subject to 
laddering (up and down) and further cluster analysis [14] to identify the significant constructs involved 
and their values on a failure-success scale. 

 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 
We truly believe that no management-leadership team or member intends to start or continue their career 
with bad performance, cheating, cover-up and/or anything of that nature. It starts with just one bad thing 
or bad decision which leads to another. Nick Leeson of Barings Bank got away with his first loss by 
hiding it in the 88888 account. Then he just continued his strategy since no one questioned him. Even 
though responsible to both front office and back office in Barings Singapore was conflicting, Leeson 
have been able to continue his loss’ hiding scheme and/or his inflation of gains. Had the MBE been used 
and management-leadership performance been measured, it would not have gone that far. The first loss 
and/or multiple gains beyond the norms of arbitrage would have been questionable and identified as 
wrongdoings by management-leadership team’s constructs. The bankruptcy would have been prevented.   
Jeff Skilling and Andrew Fastow of Enron knew that they were gambling and placed their own benefits 
before the institution’s benefits. Extensive use of SPEs (in the thousands) in the case of Enron led to 
unavoidable losses would have been identified as wrongdoings. Especially in the case of Enron when 
there was no true hedging by third parties. Had an MBE been used and measures of management-
leadership were initiated after each warning exception, the bankruptcy could have also been avoided.  
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